Flat Panel Nightlight

NLPLUFP

Provide a soft green glow in any outlet with the NLPLUFP. Flat contour is unobtrusive and the compact size leaves one receptacle open for use. Plug in this light and forget it. It is continuously on and will never burn out.

**CONVENIENT**
- Always on – plug in and forget it
- Covers only one receptacle

**ECONOMICAL**
- Costs about ½ cent per day to operate* 
- Luminous panel never needs to be replaced

**SAFE**
- UL listed
- LED is cooler to the touch than a comparable incandescent nightlight
- No glass bulb to break

*Based on 24 hours operation at the 2010 US average cost of electricity

**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Energizer Flat Panel Nightlight
- **Model:** NLPLUFP
- **Color:** White
- **Power Source:** AC ~120V – 60Hz
- **Lamp:** 0.03 Watt luminous panel
- **Lamp Life:** Lifetime
- **Typical Weight:** 26.3 grams
- **Dimensions (mm):** 48 X 33 X 56

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty. ©Energizer / All Rights Reserved

Before Using Your Nightlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.